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1.1 — WHY: MOTIVATION AND 
STRATEGY
Unlike its counterpart 'utopia', 'sitopia' is achievable. Indeed, we already 
live in a version of it, albeit a bad one, made by the likes of Tesco and 
Walmart. The UK grows a little over half of the food it needs and our 
food system is reliant on imports which burden poorer countries with 
the related environmental impact. Food’s influence is so profound that it 
is practically synonymous with life itself. That makes it far too powerful 
to be left in the wrong hands.

This year has already been important for food-related issues and policy, 
with Covid-19 panic buying stripping supermarket shelves, high-profile 
campaigns around school holiday hunger, government plans to tackle 
obesity and the recent launch of the National Food Strategy.

As global power structures are transforming rapidly in an age of 
pandemics and accelerating climate change, concerns about our food 
security have come to the forefront. 

So what does all this mean for the UK’s food future and the impact that 
this will have on our built environment in London? Throughout our DTT 
we will look to support innovative ideas which advocate for, develop and 
implement the growth of urban agriculture in our city through visionary 
architectural design.

 

1.2 — METHODOLOGY

Our DTT research will be design-led rather than research-led, developing 
an understanding of the topic, site and opportunities through spatial 
thinking and investigation.

Research-led is a process of design that heavily relies on hard data and 
research, either qualitative or quantitative, to inform design decisions, 
rather than relying solely on the expertise and experience of the designer.

Design-led is a knowledge-directed research methodology that integrates 
design practices, processes and tools to investigate what can be learned 
through practitioner action (direct intervention, often by the researcher 
themselves).

1.3 — WHERE: STuDY SITE

The Markets Co-Location Programme (MCP) has been developed by the 
City of London Corporation to bring together the three historic markets 
– Billingsgate (fish), New Spitalfields (fruit & veg) and Smithfield (meat) 
– to one single site in Dagenham. New Spitalfields Market is a fruit and 
vegetable market on a 31-acre site in East London. It is Europe’s leading 
horticultural market specialising in exotic fruit and vegetables - and the 
largest revenue earning wholesale market in the UK. 

The City of London Corporation is looking to develop a mixed-use 
residential development on the former site of New Spitalfields to provide 
new homes for local people and commercial space for creative industries 
to support local firms and provide employment. Consideration should 
also be given to the adjacent Hackney Marshes and freight terminal 
providing potential for connection between the City of London and our 
new farming village. Future links to the Bywaters Waste Management 
Centre and Oliver Road Allotments should be also be considered as the client 
is considering expanding this vision across the railway.

HACKNEy MARSHES
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1.4 — WHAT: THE bRIEf

Our think tank will investigate the potential for an Interconnected Self-
sufficient Vertical Farming Village of 3500 homes on the former site of 
New Spitalfields Market.

We will design a sitopia (food-place) which will turn an otherwise vacant 
plot into a multi-functional open urban environment that empowers 
residents to collectively learn, grow and consume food in a way that is 
enjoyable and beneficial to them, their urban environment and the rest 
of the city.

1.5 — HOW: KEY fACTS AND 
fIGuRES
One of the major impacts of integrating agriculture within cities is 
reducing our agricultural footprint on the planet, an imperative to meet 
the demands of a rapidly growing population. According to data from 
the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN, it requires 0.7 ha of 
agriculture, crops, and pastures for livestock to feed one person. The 
figure is reduced to 0.19 ha for cropland only - i.e. not including pastures 
and grazing area. Therefore, to feed our 3500 homes a vegetarian diet 
using typical agricultural methods would require 665 ha of cropland.

This may be too large an area to fit onsite using traditional methods. 
Proposals should therefore look to utilise emerging agricultural  
technologies to provide a variety of growing spaces integrated within the 
neighbourhood, enabling a diverse diet and a year-round seasonal supply 
of food. By re-appropriating often underused spaces such as residential 
cores and rooftops for growing, proposals should demonstrate their 
ability to maximise growing space and minimise the overall footprint of 
the building.

10sqm of outdoor amenity space (either private or shared) must be 
provided for each household to enable residents to grow produce in 
fertile soil.  A base requirement of 10,000 sqm space for aeroponic/
hydroponic farms and reservoirs and 35,000 m2 of surface area for Pv 
panels (approx. 9.6m2 for each household) must also be incorporated. 

Proposals should additionally provide evidence of meeting the UN’s 
sustainable development goals, the Mayor of London’s targets for living 
sustainably and the net zero carbon homes policy.

1.6 — WHO: LIVING IN THE 
VERTICAL fARMING VILLAGE
The ambition of the village is to focus on the cultural and experiential 
benefits of bringing food into the heart of the city. 

A self-sufficient community will be challenging to achieve on site, 
therefore proposals should demonstrate an ability to drive culture 
change over the next 25 years, highlighting the potential of large scale 
investment in food within the built environment to increase independence 
from national and global supply chains. Evidence must be provided to 
show how produce is used to supplement the diets of inhabitants on site 
and in nearby areas —either directly through private residential farms, 
indirectly through veg box and sharing schemes, or via shops, hotels, 
and canteens—thereby helping reduce food miles. 
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The site for LEA Farm is 1.4 
ha, so we must maximise this 
area for food production, 
and draw on emerging 
technologies in agriculture in 
order to offset the resident's 
agricultural footprint. How 
do we integrate agriculture 

and growing spaces into 
the neighbourhood, while 
still providing sufficient and 
quality space to enable an 
enjoyable lifestyle?

Using conventional rural agricultural methods, it would require 285 ha to feed 1500 people.

On The LEA Farm, by using modern agricultural technologies we can provide up to 75% of a residents diet in just 

10m2.

Source

Data from FAO
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https://ourworldindata.org/

yields-and-land-use-in-

agriculture

One of the major impacts 
of integrating agriculture 
with cities is reducing our 
agricultural footprint on the 
planet - an imperative goal 
to meet the demands of a 
rapidly growing population. 
According to data from 

the Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the UN, it 
requires 0.7 ha of agricultural 
land - crops and pastures 
for livestock - to feed one 
person. The figure is reduced 
to 0.19 ha for cropland only 
- ie not including pastures 
and grazing area.1 Therefore, 
to feed our 1500 residents a 
vegetarian diet using typical 
agricultural methods, we 
would require 285 ha of 
cropland. 

We can no longer rely 

on rural agriculture 

to feed cities. Our 

response - integrated 

agriculture - brings 

food production 

into cities and 

combines growing 

with residential 

communities.

Feeding LEA Farm

0.19ha

0.001 ha
Up to 75% of a typical 

resident’s diet

1500 residents 285ha

0.7ha

Fig. 1 — vegetal City by Luc Schuiten

Fig. 2 — 'Almere Oosterworld' by MvRDv

Fig. 3 — Sourc Data: https://ourworldindata.org/ yields-and-land-use-inagriculture
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1.7 — ASSESSMENT: KEY 
CRITERIA
Students must demonstrate an understanding of:

1 Who the food place is for and what role it plays in the local area

2 How architecture and place-making offers opportunities to promote, 
advocate and change food culture for the better in the city

3 How a sitopian architecture can create an attractive meeting place 
for social and cultural exchange in physical space

4 How architecture can develop existing and emerging agricultural 
practices in the city

5 How a food centred place can act as a key node supporting food 
distribution through new or existing social and physical infrastructural 
networks

6 How a food centred architecture can encourage biodiversity and 
ecologically sustainable activity in East London

7 How the UN’s sustainable development goals, the Mayor of London’s 
targets for living sustainably and the net zero carbon homes policy 
can be addressed through design

1.8 — COLLAbORATE

you will take on this challenge as students of a progressive and radical 
architecture school by forging new relationships with people and 
organisations within London’s food ecology, to learn from, collaborate 
and innovate by making a case for our role as architects and urbanists 
in this rapidly developing area of study.

Fig. 4 — 'Shenzen Logistic City' by JDS Architects

Fig. 5 — 'Smithfield Market Renovation' by Studio Egret West
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1.9 — RECOMMENDED READING

1 Sitopia: How Food Can Save the World by Carolyn Steel

2 Carrot City: Creating Places for Urban Agriculture by Mark 
Gorgolewski, June Komisar and Joe Nasr 

3 Feeding Britain: Our Food Problems and How to Fix Them by Tim 
Lang

4 Hungry City: How Food Shapes Our Lives by Carolyn Steel

5 The Essential Urban Farmer by Novella Carpenter

6 Many Mouths: The Politics of Food in Britain from the Workhouse to 
the Welfare State by Nadja Durbach

7 Koolhaas. Countryside, A Report (VARIA) by AMO

8 Experiencing Architecture by Steen Eiler Rasmussen

9 Decolonizing Nature - Contemporary Art and the Politics of Ecology 
by T. J. Demos

10 Down to Earth: Politics in the New Climatic Regime by Bruno Latour

11 The Image of the City by Kevin Lynch

12 Foundations: How the Built Environment Made Twentieth-Century 
Britain by Sam Wetherell

13 The Value of Everything: Making and Taking in the Global Economy 
by Mariana Mazzucato

14 Utopia Forever: Visions of Architecture and Urbanism: Visions of 
Architecture and Urabnism by Lukas Feireiss

15 Landscapes and Human Health by William C. Sullivan and Chen-Yen 
Chang (eds.)

16 The Production of Space by Henri Lefebvre

17 www.growingcommunities.org

18 www.foodcoop.com

19 CPULs (Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes) by Andre Viljoen

20 Doghnut Economics by Kate Raworth

21 growing-underground.comaerofarms.com/story

22 plantlab.nl

23 www.verticalfarm.com

24 Feeding Our Cities in the 21st Century by Soil Association (2005)

25 http://farmlondon.weebly.com/farmshop.html

26 https://www.squaremilefarms.com/

27 https://www.sustainweb.org/jelliedeel/

28 https://community-wealth.org/content/cleveland-model-how-
evergreen-cooperatives-are-building-community-wealth
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1.10 — TIMETAbLE

1.10.1 — TASK 01: UNDERSTANDiNG SiTopiA

Living in a modern city it can be easy to forget how powerfully geography 
shaped our past. industrialisation rendered the bond between city and 
country all but invisible, yet for most of history it governed everyday 
life.

Most cities were built on rivers, not just as a source of fresh water and 
fish and a handy way of disposing of waste, but also as a means of 
transport. Access to rivers and the sea was vital to pre-industrial cities, 
since it was far easier to carry heavy goods such as grain by water than 
overground, limiting the size to which land-locked cities such as paris 
could grow. other foods however, were produced closed to home: many 
households kept pigs and chickens, and all cities were surrounded 
by market gardens, where fruit and vegetables could benefit from 
generous doses of 'night soil' - animal and human waste.

We will begin our journey by tracing the development of city and country 
in the UK, from the first medieval city states towards private housing 
estates, shopping malls and business parks. From this research we 
hope to understand why so few of us can see the landscapes that feed 
us from our windows today, and if this 'out of sight and out of mind' 
approach is the best way to feed our cities when the future looks set 
to be overwhelmingly urban. Are there lessons to be learned from our  
historical precedents, both local and global? 

1.10.2 — TASK 02: DEVELopiNG SiTopiA

What would our lives be like if we were to value food again? We can 
easily find out by studying places where food is still valued, which is 
to say anywhere that traditional food cultures endure. Whether Alpine 
pastures, Brazilian jungle markets, Cairo souks, italian olive groves, 
French vineyards or Tokyo urban farms, what such places embody is 
food’s capacity to bond us to spaces, landscapes and one another. They 
reveal food’s power to shape our lives and give them meaning over time. 

Food planning is one of the fastest-growing fields in urban and regional 
design, producing schemes such as Dutch architect’s MVRDV’s ‘Almere 
oosterwald' masterplan, which incorporates a mix of factories and 
housing in a deliberately fluid design. Meanwhile, London-based 
architects Viljoen and Bohn propose filling leftover city spaces such as 
car parks and verges with urban farms to create ‘continuous productive 
urban landscapes’ (CpULs): green corridors into the countryside. 

Cities worldwide are joining forces to move towards more resilient and 
ethical food systems: the UK’s Sustainable Food Cities is one such 
network and food also plays a major role in initiatives such as the 
Transition Movement and the C40 cities program, a network of ninety-
four leading global cities working together to fulfil the UN’s sustainable 
Development Goals and combat climate change.

We will analyse the potential of design which values food and rebalances 
our relationship with the natural world within city planning today, taking 
Hackney, East London as a case study. We will explore the potential 
of extraordinary new technologies which will undoubtedly bring us 
remarkable capabilities in the future whilst crucially grounding such 
technology in daring and innovative social, economic and spatial 
evolution informed by our historic research.

TUTORIAL 01:

24TH NOvEMBER

TUTORIAL 02:

1ST DECEMBER

TUTORIAL 03

8TH DECEMBER

DTT SyMPOSIUM 01

7ST DECEMBER

SEW AND TELL

4TH DECEMBER
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1.10.3 — TASK 03: DESiGNiNG AN URBAN FARMiNG ViLLAGE

Next, we will move on to explore the design of our urban farming village   
on the former site of New Spitalfields market. 

 This must consider:

 – - The design and spatial configuration of residential homes

 – - The type of farming methods which are employed

 – -  The best location for different programs on the urban farm site

 – - Soil, water and air contamination

 – - Creating a farm layout within a dense residential cluster

 – - Choosing appropriate farm-building materials, tools, and supplies

 – - Sustainable energy sources for electricity intensive processes

 – -  Planning what to grow and raise

 – - Building soil fertility

 – - Planting and maintaining crops

 – - Irrigation and saving water

 – - Harvesting of produce 

 – - Managing weeds, pests and diseases

 – - Seed saving

 – - Raising city animals (eg. Bees, Poultry, Rabbits, goats)

TUTORIAL 04:

5TH JANUARy

TUTORIAL 05:

12TH JANUARy

TUTORIAL 06:

19TH JANUARy

TUTORIAL 07:

2ND FEBRUARy

TUTORIAL 08:

9TH FEBRUARy

TUTORIAL 09:

16TH FEBRUARy

TUTORIAL 10:

2ND MARCH

DTT FINAL HAND IN

8TH MARCH

DTT SyMPOSIUM 02

25TH JANUARy

DTT FINAL SyMPOSIUM:

22ND FEBRUARy
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The client will expect to see documents covering:

 – - Information on the local borough

 – - Local demographics

 – - Site constraints and opportunities 

 – - Elements of site to be retained

 – - Massing

 – - Sectional studies

 – - Design of elements for a food program

 – - The re-imagining of residential floor plates to prioritise urban farming 
and communal spaces which reconnect residents with each other and 
the food they eat

 – - Design of homes

 – - Opportunities for playing, growing and learning

 – - Proposed floor plans 

 – - Proposed sections

 – - Proposed elevations

 – - Proposed 3D views and rendering

Designs should address key objectives identified for a sitopian 
development through your research and demonstrate responses to 
relevant policy requirements realised through design:

 – - Maximising growing space

 – - Modes of agriculture

 – - A diverse diet

 – - Reducing food imports by up to 100%

 – - Reducing and recycling waste from the site by up to 100%

 – - Incorporation of enabling technologies (Hydroponics, Aquaculture,  
Aquaponics, Anerobic Digester, Water Harvesting and Recycling etc)

 – - Financing the farm

 – - Understanding of evolving planning requirements for LBH

 – - Possibility of the scheme benefiting from the Feeding Cities Initiative 
and National Food Strategy which could offer relief from certain planning 
obligations

 – - Integration of the UN’s sustainable development goals, the Mayor of 
London’s targets for living sustainably and the net zero carbon homes 
policy into design proposals
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Aquaculture produces food 
without threatening the 
balance of the ecosystem 
of oceans, rivers and other 
water sources, rearing 
aquatic species - including 
animals and plants - in 
controlled environments. 
Fish farming can produce a 
cheap source of protein, and 
compared to farming beef 
the process is far less land 
and resource intensive.

A form of hydroponic 
growing, aquaponics creates 
a symbiotic relationship 
between growing plants and 
rearing fish. The ammonia 
excreted by the fish provides 
nutrition for the plants and 
replaces fertiliser, and the 
plants filter the water that 
is pumped back to the fish 
tanks.

Source

33 https://www.conserve-energy-

future.com/aquaculture-types-

benefits-importance.php

Aquaculture

baby fish

big fish eggs

Tank

LED Array

Filtered water from plants

Nutrients from  fish Fish poo

Substrate

Aquaponics

hydroponics aquaculture aquaponics

Fig. 6 — A typical residential dwelling, reliant upon extensive networks of energy, food and water.
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 Typical residential 
developments tap into these 
networks and are dependant 
upon them. We draw 
power from vast cableways 
stretching across the country 
and connecting into dirty 
power plants. We get water 
from freshwater reserves and 
we pump dirty water through 
sewers to intensive treatment 
plants before spilling back in 
to the oceans. The food that 
ends up on our plates has 
travelled thousands of miles 
across the world and what 
doesn’t get eaten often ends 
up in a landfill miles away. 

Technologies exist that 
enable self-sufficiency 
and a reduction on the 
reliance upon these intensive 
networks. At LEA Farm, we 
propose utilising technologies 
to move towards circular 
networks and creating 
sustainable production and 
consumption patterns - the 
figure opposite explains how.
Energy is produced 
onsite through renewable 
technologies and the project 
does not rely on the energy 
grid. 
Rainwater is harvested and 
all greywater is recycled and 
used for irrigation (of which 
there is plenty!) and other 
non-potable uses.
Food is produced onsite and 
all organic waste is recycled 
in an anaerobic digester and 
converted to energy.

In cities, we rely on 

extensive networks 

of energy, water and 

food.

Enabling Technologies

energy

waste

food

water

sewers

A typical residential development, reliant 

upon extensive networks or energy, food 

and water. 

A self-sufficient development; energy is 

produced onsite through renewables, 

rainwaterwater is harvested and all grey 

water is recycled, food is produced onsite 

and all organic waste is converted to energy.
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water is recycled, food is produced onsite 

and all organic waste is converted to energy.

Fig. 7 — A self-sufficient dwelling

Fig. 8 — Diagram explaining aquaponics
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